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Today's card was created using the Framed & Festive Stamp Set, and the Window Wishes 
Bundle, along with paper from the Santa Express 12" x 12" Designer Series Paper.  The 
Framed & Festive Stamp Set is available while supplies last.  The Window Wishes Bundle, 
which includes the Window Wishes Stamp Set and the Window Wishes Dies along with the 
Santa Express 12" x 12" Designer Series Paper are retiring soon...get them while supplies last!  
On with the card...

Card Cuts:
Card Base - Cut 1 Poppy Parade cardstock to 8-1/2" x 5-1/2", score at 4-1/4"•
Mat - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 5-3/8" x 4-1/8"•
DSP Panel - Cut 1 of the Poppy Parade and white snowfall pattern from the Santa 
Express DSP to 5-1/4" x 4"

•

Scraps of Basic White for Stamping and die cutting window frame pieces and wreath.  
You will need:

1 piece measuring 4" x 3" which all window pieces will be glued to
1 piece measuring 4" x 3" to die cut outside and interior frame
1 slender piece to die cut windowsill

•

1. 
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1 piece measuring 1-3/4" x 1-3/4" for stamping and die cutting wreath
Sentiment Label - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 2-1/2" x 1-3/4"•
Sentiment Label Mat - Cut 1 Poppy Parade to 2-5/8" x 1-7/8"•
Inside Panel - Cut 1 Basic White cardstock to 5-3/8" x 4-1/8"•
Envelope Flap - Cut 1 coordinating DSP to 6" x 2-1/2"•

Adhere the DSP Panel to the white mat, then adhere this unit to the card front.2. 
On one of the 4" x 3" white cardstock pieces and using stamps from the Window Wishes 
Stamp Set, stamp a snow hill across the panel using Balmy Blue ink, about 2/3 of the way 
down the panel.  Use the snow stamp to stamp snow in Balmy Blue ink all above the snow 
hill.  Use the single and double pine tree stamps to stamp several pine trees on the snow hill 
using Garden Green ink.

3. 

Die cut the outside and inside window frame pieces and adhere to the panel you stamped on 
in Step #3 above.  Place the interior frame die inside of the exterior fram die to do this.  
Fussy cut around the edges of the outside window frame then adhere the windowsill across 
the bottom of the window unit.  Adhere the window unit to the card front using Stampin' 
Dimensionals and position the window towards the top of the card front and center from left 
to right.

4. 

Using the wreath stamp from the Window Wishes Stamp Set, stamp in Poppy Parade ink, 
then die cut using the coordinating die from the Window Dies set.  Use mini glue dots to 
adhere the wreath to the top of the window unit.

5. 

Using the Framed & Festive Stamp Set, stamp the sentiment "Have yourself a Merry little 
Christmas" onto the sentiment label using Poppy Parade ink.  Adhere the sentiment to its 
Poppy Parade mat, then adhere the sentiment label to the card front using a combination of 
glue and Stampin' Dimensionals.  The sentiment label should be positioned in the lower right 
corner of the card front and overlapping the window across the top edge.  Use Stampin' 
Dimensionals where the sentiment label comes in direct contact with the DSP on the card 
front and glue on the area that comes in contact with the window unit.

6. 

On the inside panel, stamp the sentiment "from our home to yours" from the Framed & 
Festive Stamp Set and stamp in Poppy Parade ink.  Using the pine tree from the Window 
Wishes Stamp Set, stamp the double pine tree image in Garden Green ink in the lower left 
corner of the panel.  Adhere the panel to the inside of the card.

7. 
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Stamp the same double pine tree image onto the envelope front in the lower left corner using 
Garden Green ink.  Adhere the coordinating piece of DSP to the envelope flap and trim 
around the flap to finish off the envelope.

8. 

Tie a small bow using Black & White Gingham Ribbon and adhere the bow to the top of the 
wreath on the card front using a Mini Glue Dot.  Although there is no other black used on this 
card, I thought the contrast with the red, white and green was pretty.  You can always add a 
Garden Green ribbon if you choose.

9. 

Adhere multiple Red Rhinestone Basic Jewels to the wreath and one to the sentiment label 
to complete the card.

10. 
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This card is so cheerful using the Poppy Parade designer series paper and the white window with 
its winter scene!  I especially love the sentiments from the Framed & Festive Stamp Set!

Products used to create this card are included on the next page.
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Framed & Festive 
Cling Stamp Set 

(English) - 160888

Price: $23.00

Add to Cart

Window Wishes 
Bundle (English) - 

159757

Price: $50.25

Add to Cart

Santa Express 12" 
X 12" (30.5 X 30.5 

Cm) Designer 
Series Paper - 

159582

Sale: $7.20

Price: $12.00

Add to Cart

Black & White 1/4" 
(6.4 Mm) Gingham 
Ribbon - 156485

Price: $7.00

Add to Cart

Red Rhinestone 
Basic Jewels - 

146924

Price: $7.00

Add to Cart

Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

159276

Price: $10.25

Add to Cart

Poppy Parade 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
119793

Price: $9.25

Add to Cart

Basic White 
Medium Envelopes 

- 159236

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Poppy Parade 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 147050

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Garden Green 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 147089

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Balmy Blue Classic 
Stampin' Pad - 

147105

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Mini Glue Dots - 
103683

Price: $5.25

Add to Cart

Stampin' 
Dimensionals - 

104430

Price: $4.25

Add to Cart

Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue - 

110755

Price: $4.00

Add to Cart

Paper Trimmer - 
152392

Price: $25.00

Add to Cart
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Paper Snips 
Scissors - 103579

Price: $11.00

Add to Cart

Stampin' Cut & 
Emboss Machine - 

149653

Price: $125.00

Add to Cart
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